Abstract. We use nonlinear kinetic theory of cosmic ray acceleration in supernova remnants to study the properties of the nonthermal emission from SN 1006. The range of physical parameters is examined in order to find out whether it encompasses the existing data. It is shown that the γ-ray flux is very sensitive to the ambient gas density N H and that the existing H.E.S.S. upper limit requires N H ≤ 0.1 cm −3 .
INTRODUCTION
Recently significant efforts have been made to obtain direct observational evidence whether or not cosmic rays (CRs) are indeed generated in supernova remnants (SNRs). Positive results of such observations would constitute a necessary condition for a dominant role of SNRs in the production of the Galactic CRs and their spectrum. The best way to get evidence for the efficiency of CR production in SNRs is the consistent study of individual SNRs on the basis of a thorough theoretical approach. SN 1006 is one of the most interesting objects in this regard. Nonthermal X-ray [1] and γ-ray [2, 3] observations indicate that at least CR electrons are accelerated in SN 1006 up to energies of about 100 TeV. It was shown [4] that the nonlinear kinetic theory of CR acceleration in SNRs is consistent with all observational data including the reported CANGAROO TeV γ-ray flux [2, 3] for a value N H = 0.3 cm −3 of the ISM density from the range 0.05 ≤ N H ≤ 0.3 cm −3 in the literature. However, SN 1006 could not be detected by the H.E.S.S. experiment as a TeV source until now [5] . The H.E.S.S. upper limit is almost one order of magnitude lower than the published CANGAROO flux.
The H.E.S.S. upper limit does not invalidate the theoretical picture [4] on which the prediction of the γ-ray emission spectrum is based. As we shall show, it is rather the value of the external astronomical parameter N H that strongly influences the hadronic γ-ray flux. The Inverse Compton (IC) γ-ray flux, on the other hand, depends only weakly on N H . We shall apply nonlinear kinetic theory to describe all the relevant properties of SN 1006 and shall reexamine the most relevant set of physical parameters, mainly the ambient interstellar medium (ISM) density, and to a minor extent the interior magnetic field strength B d as well as the distance to the object, under the assumption that the H.E.S.S. upper limit is valid rather than the CANGAROO data. [11] , are shown as well.
AMBIENT GAS DENSITY, AMPLIFIED B-FIELD
Since SN 1006 is a type Ia supernova it presumably expands into a uniform ISM. The ISM gas density ρ 0 = 1.4m p N H , which is usually characterized by the hydrogen number density N H , is an important parameter, which strongly influences the expected SNR dynamics and nonthermal emission. However the value of N H is poorly constrained for SN 1006 from the thermal emission observations. They yield a wide range of possible values from N H = 0.05 − 0.1 cm −3 [6] to N H ≈ 0.3 cm −3 [7] .
As in our previous study [4] we apply here kinetic nonlinear theory of CR acceleration in SNRs [8, 9] to find the optimum set of physical parameters of SN 1006, mainly the values of B d and N H , which give a consistent description of the observed dynamics and nonthermal emission. We shall take as the most reliable estimate for the distance d = 2.2 kpc to SN 1006 [10] . This is roughly 20% more than the value d = 1.8 kpc adopted in [4] .
The SNR dynamics is illustrated in Fig.1a , where we present the time dependence of the shock radius R s and of the shock speed V s , calculated for the optimum magnetic field value and for the expected range of ISM density. The value of the explosion energy was taken to fit the observed size and speed at the current epoch t ≈ 10 3 yr. Since SN 1006 is already in the Sedov phase, the explosion energy scales as E sn ∝ N H . The calculations correspond to E sn /(10 51 erg) = 1.9, 3.8 and 11.4 for N H /(1 cm −3 )= 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3 respectively.
The calculations shown in Fig.1b demonstrate that the SNR dynamics is almost insensitive to the magnetic field strength.
Note that in our model the interior (downstream) magnetic field B d is connected with the outer (upstream) magnetic field B 0 by the simple relation B d = σ B 0 , where σ is the overall shock compression ratio [4] . It is also assumed that already the upstream FIGURE 2. Synchrotron emission flux as a function of frequency for the same cases as in Fig. 1 . The observed X-ray [18, 19] and radio emissions [20] are shown.
field B 0 is significantly amplified nonlinearly due to CR streaming and that it therefore exceeds the existing ISM value substantially [12, 13, 14] . Since the shock compression ratio depends on the ambient gas density, the downstream magnetic field strengths are B d = 149, 156 and 173 µG for N H = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3 cm −3 , respectively, for the case B 0 = 30 µG presented in Fig.1a .
For the global determination of the effective downstream field B d we compare the theoretical synchrotron spectrum, calculated for three different values of B 0 and N H , with the observed spatially integrated spectrum (see Fig.2 ). Note that for a given synchrotron flux in the radio range the increase of the magnetic field requires a reduction of the amplitude of the electron momentum distribution since the radio electrons are not subject to synchrotron cooling at the present epoch. This leads to a decreased electron/proton ratio in the energy range where radiative cooling is unimportant. Most importantly however, the cooling region of the synchrotron emission spectrum ν > 10 13 Hz will be lowered in amplitude by this decreasing electron/proton ratio, as it is clearly seen in Fig.2b . Comparison with the experimental X-ray data shows that the optimum magnetic field value is about B 0 = 30 µG, and corresponds to a downstream field B d ≈ 160 µG. This is somewhat larger than the B d ≈ 120 µG estimated earlier [4, 15] , and in agreement with the field amplification that is implied by the filamentary structures in hard X-rays, observed with Chandra [16, 17] (see also below).
According to the results presented in Fig.2a the overall synchrotron flux is rather insensitive to the assumed ISM density N H .
The globally determined magnetic field value B 0 = 30 µG is then compared to the local Chandra data in Fig.3a by plotting the full numerical solutions for the SNR morphology, as it results from the combination of gas dynamics and time-dependent kinetic theory, together with the data from [16] . The agreement of global morphology and local profiles is reasonable for all considered ISM densities. As it is seen from Fig.3b , the magnetic field value B 0 = 20 µG slightly overestimates the profile width. Projected radial dependence of the non-thermal X-ray brightness in the energy range 2 to 10 keV, calculated for the same cases as in Fig. 1 together with the Chandra data [16] .
Therefore we can conclude that B 0 = 30 µG (B d ≈ 160 µG) is quite a realistic estimate.
Finally, we present in Fig.4 the calculated differential γ-ray energy flux. The basic point is that a decrease of the ISM density leads to a considerable reduction of the expected π 0 -decay γ-rays (see Fig.4a ). The π 0 -decay γ-ray flux F π γ ∝ N H E c is proportional to the gas density and to the CR energy content E c . In the Sedov phase CRs absorb a considerable fraction of the total energy E sn . This fraction is weakly dependent on N H . The expected dependence F π γ ∝ N 2 H is in agreement with the numerical results of Fig.4a . In addition, an increase of the gas density leads to an increase of the shock Mach number and of the shock modification due to CR backreaction. This leads in turn to a harder CR spectrum and correspondingly to an increase of the γ-ray flux at the highest energies. Only this last factor plays a role for the IC γ-ray flux. Therefore it is only slightly sensitive to the gas density as Fig.4a indicates.
The modification of the magnetic field strength does not change much the π 0 -decay γ-ray flux, whereas the IC flux decreases considerably with an increase of the magnetic field strength (see Fig.4b ).
Note that an Inverse Compton γ-ray emission scenario in a low magnetic field of order B d ≈ 10 µG [2, 3] , is clearly excluded by the H.E.S.S. upper limits, and this is fully consistent with the measured and expected field amplification.
The non-detection of SN 1006 by the H.E.S.S. experiment [5] implies that the hydrogen density N H is about 0.1 cm −3 , or lower, and excludes the high value N H = 0.3 cm −3 which happened to fit the CANGAROO data. At 1 TeV the H.E.S.S. upper limit is still almost 5 times larger than the total γ-ray flux from SN 1006, expected for N H = 0.05 cm −3 , which is at the lower end of the range 0.05 ≤ N H ≤ 0.3 cm −3 of ambient densities. Fig. 1 . The CANGAROO-I flux from the NE rim [3] , the EGRET upper limits [21] , and the preliminary H.E.S.S. upper limit for the entire remnant [5] are shown as well.
SUMMARY
Our reexamination of the most relevant set of physical parameters led us first to establish the interior magnetic field in SN 1006 more precisely at B d ≈ 160 µG, and to chose a somewhat larger source distance of 2.2 kpc. Most important however is another fact: the lack of a TeV signal from SN 1006 that follows from the non-detection by the H.E.S.S. instrument does not invalidate the theoretical picture which gives a consistent description of the nonthermal emission characteristics; it rather implies a constraint on the ambient gas density N H ≤ 0.1 cm −3 . In addition it rules out completely the low-field Inverse Compton scenarios that were popular until a few years ago. Quantitatively the present H.E.S.S. upper limit is only a factor of about 5 above the total TeV flux expected for N H = 0.05 cm −3 , which is at the lower end of the range 0.05 ≤ N H ≤ 0.3 cm −3 discussed in the literature. As a consequence there is a chance for H.E.S.S. to detect this important source in a deep observation.
